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Bluebird is a collaboration between Miracle One Wines and X Winery. Together we created 
Bluebird out of a shared respect for those perfect sunny days spent playing outside with family 
and friends. Our goal is simple, to produce three unique and enjoyable wines in creative packag-
ing that our consumers can a�ord.

 Inspired by our time in the mountains, ‘Bluebird‘ signi�es those rare, sun-�lled days when the world seems alive and anything 
is possible.
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Tasting Notes: this Chardonnay‘s aroma is described as having hints of 
tropical fruit and vanilla. �ere is a distinct full-mouth feel to the palate.

�is Chardonnay is found primarily in the cooler, northern part of 
Monterey, where temperatures rarely exceed 75 degrees F. �e grape thrives 
under the perfect combination of location, soil, and climate of the area, 
mimicking the conditions of Burgundy, where the varietal originates from. 
Monterey‘s terrain is a �at and sandy desert, and each day, the morning fog 
cools the valley, and gusty winds from the Paci�c Ocean continue to cool 
the region through midday.

Appellation: California |  Vintage: 2011 
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Tasting Notes:  like many Pinots, this wine has berry aromas such as strawberry and 
cherry. It has a very soft palate which can be enjoyed by all.

Pinot noir is a Burgundy style red that is considered one of the most complex 
varietals. It is full-bodied and rich, though not heavy, and has a pronounced 
spiciness to the palate with notes of cinnamon, sassafras, and mint complemented 
with strong black cherry and ripe-grape aromas. �e wine‘s color is described as 
medium to light ruby or light garnet. Pinot is also often described as having a 
velvety and smooth texture, two distinct sensory traits that aid in the wine‘s 
popularity. �ough the varietal is often seen as fruity and ‘easy‘, the grape is actually 
very di�cult to produce, making a great Pinot that much more coveted.

Appellation: California |  Vintage: 2010
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Tasting Notes:  aromas include red fruit and cocoa. Expect round and velvety 
tannins on the palate, typical characteristics to Cabernet.

Our Cabernet comes from the Red Hills AVA, which is considered an up - and - 
coming, albeit lesser know, wine region in California. �ough it is a small area, only 
around 3,000 acres, it is here where one can �nd a great Cabernet Sauvignon for 
much less than those grown in Napa Valley. �e area‘s name derives from its 
distinctively red and volcanic soil. Located near Clear Lake, Red Hills is part of the 
larger Lake County AVA. Winds from Clear Lake help keep daytime temperatures 
down to workable levels, aiding in the production of quality wines. However, the 
area tends to stay on the warmer side, creating the best environment for Cabernet 
and other full-bodied reds.

Appellation: California |  Vintage: 2010


